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ABSTRACT

Medical image segmentation is a complex problem by reason of the wide range of image
classes and aims to reach. It is usually achieved through the use of procedures which are solely
fitted to one class and which integrate, in an opaque way, several kinds of knowledge. So a
general strategy allowing to process some resolutely different microscopic image classes with
the same approach is presented here. It deals with a region growing operator drawn from the
mathematical morphology tool that is the watershed transformation and combines image
features in an adaptive way.
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INTRODUCTION

To segment a particular medical image class, an expert of the application usually
implements a strategy dealing with a series ofimage processing tools. Afier a more or less long
test-assessment stage, his strategy becomes reliable for the current case but may be unsuited if
the analysis aim or the image class are changed. Indeed, to choose his method, the expert
implicitly makes use of many kinds of knowledge whose precise justification (what comes from
image classes, processing tools or aims to reach) is embedded in the procedure.

Our work deals with adaptative segmentation and consists in following a resolutely
dififerent methodology. We focus our mind on a segmentation process taking into account the
analysis objective and which gradually uses, in an explicit way, a priori knowledge about both
image processing tools (parameters, behaviour with each class, swifiness,...) and image features
(intensity, homogeneity, size, shape,...). The image processing tools we consider are essentially
provided by Mathematical Morphology (Serra, 1982). Both kinds of knowledge are first
integrated in an extraction step of object and background markers depending on constraints
imposed by the aim to reach. Then, only the intrinsic features of image classes are linked in a
segmentation step based on an extension of the watershed transformation (Vincent & Soille,
1991) that we propose here. We result in a Generalized REgion Growing Operator (GREGO)
with optimal scanning which can be adapted to a large class of algorithms thanks to its
















